
Healthcare

Display guides caregiver through  
CDC recommended hand wash.

Available in multiple heights to fit 
any application in the healthcare 
environment.

Ideal for areas where handwashing 
compliance is a concern.

Provides self-guided instruction   
to improve hand hygiene.

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™
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Legend: Hardwired

Handwashing area
This is a potential illustration 
that could be used in addition 
to a product description that 
helps users select a product

(eg: surgeon, up to elbow, 
kids in school, wrist)

It would be good to have it 
oriented in a less angular 
fashion, in order to use space 
more efficiently, but we need 
to makes sure we communi-
cate ‘elbow’, either with a 
bend or indentation in the 
form of the arm.

Power Icons
We believe that a set of icons 
to help differentiate the 
primary power / technology 
source options will provide a 
fast read.

Note: All faucets are designed 
with a ‘battery backup’ option 
should there be a power 
interruption or lack of power 
generated from other (solar, 
turbine) sources.

Opt 1 Opt 2 Opt 3 Battery Solar Turbine hardwired

Solar

Handwashing area
This is a potential illustration 
that could be used in addition 
to a product description that 
helps users select a product

(eg: surgeon, up to elbow, 
kids in school, wrist)

It would be good to have it 
oriented in a less angular 
fashion, in order to use space 
more efficiently, but we need 
to makes sure we communi-
cate ‘elbow’, either with a 
bend or indentation in the 
form of the arm.

Power Icons
We believe that a set of icons 
to help differentiate the 
primary power / technology 
source options will provide a 
fast read.

Note: All faucets are designed 
with a ‘battery backup’ option 
should there be a power 
interruption or lack of power 
generated from other (solar, 
turbine) sources.

Opt 1 Opt 2 Opt 3 Battery Solar Turbine hardwired

Turbine

Handwashing area
This is a potential illustration 
that could be used in addition 
to a product description that 
helps users select a product

(eg: surgeon, up to elbow, 
kids in school, wrist)

It would be good to have it 
oriented in a less angular 
fashion, in order to use space 
more efficiently, but we need 
to makes sure we communi-
cate ‘elbow’, either with a 
bend or indentation in the 
form of the arm.

Power Icons
We believe that a set of icons 
to help differentiate the 
primary power / technology 
source options will provide a 
fast read.

Note: All faucets are designed 
with a ‘battery backup’ option 
should there be a power 
interruption or lack of power 
generated from other (solar, 
turbine) sources.

Opt 1 Opt 2 Opt 3 Battery Solar Turbine hardwired

Battery

Handwashing area
This is a potential illustration 
that could be used in addition 
to a product description that 
helps users select a product

(eg: surgeon, up to elbow, 
kids in school, wrist)

It would be good to have it 
oriented in a less angular 
fashion, in order to use space 
more efficiently, but we need 
to makes sure we communi-
cate ‘elbow’, either with a 
bend or indentation in the 
form of the arm.

Power Icons
We believe that a set of icons 
to help differentiate the 
primary power / technology 
source options will provide a 
fast read.

Note: All faucets are designed 
with a ‘battery backup’ option 
should there be a power 
interruption or lack of power 
generated from other (solar, 
turbine) sources.

Opt 1 Opt 2 Opt 3 Battery Solar Turbine hardwired

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™

BASYS’ Guided Handwash Improves Caregiver Hand Hygiene

Other Key Features How to Order

• Line Purge

• Hardwired, Battery or Solar Powered

• Electronic override for continuous flow needs

• 4-inch and 8-inch base plates available

EFX-XXX
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• Caregiver places hands 
under faucet and water 
flow begins. Display  
reads “H2O”.

• Caregiver wets hands  
for 2 seconds.

• Display then reads “Soap”. 
Caregiver removes hands 
to get soap.

• Caregiver scrubs with 
soap for a minimum  
of 15 seconds.

• Display then reads “H2O”.  
Caregiver places hands 
under faucet to rinse.

• Caregiver rinses for   
a minimum of 5   
continuous seconds.

• Display reads “PASS”  
to signify completion.

• Total wash time is 
displayed when hands 
are removed.

CDC compliant and 
non-compliant hand 
washes are saved in 

BASYS memory.

Handwashingforlife® Healthcare 

has endorsed the BASYS™ 

touch-free electronic faucet as 

a best practice in hand hygiene. 

The Handwashingforlife® 

endorsement is based on design 

features that lower the risk for 

cross contamination, reduce 

water consumption and improve 

the quality and frequency of 

caregiver hand hygiene.

BASYS™ displays the wash time 
and water temperature with 
every wash. Handwashingforlife® 
testing has shown this visual feature 
encourages more frequent washing 
and makes self-monitoring more 
reliable. The CDC reports the average 
wash time is an unacceptable 8-10 
seconds. BASYS™ time monitoring 
overcomes the “short wash.”

BASYS™ wash time feature is 
“selectable.” The wash time can 
be set for specific locations or when 
C-Difficile and other outbreaks occur.

BASYS™ incorporates an 
automatic line purge. In low usage 
locations purging reduces the risk for 
legionella build up in water systems.

BASYS™ is eco-friendly. 
Reliable and consistent hand sensing 
technology delivers water only when 
needed saving up to a gallon of water 
with each hand wash. 

 High  Mid       Low      Low IB     Wall*
 107  207 307         607 807

 157  257 357         657 857

 177  277 377         677 877

Hardwire
Battery

Solar

Informed by in-depth research and backed by Sloan’s century of 
experience and proven technologies, BASYS offers a modular platform 
of body types, features and components to meet the needs of any 
healthcare environment. 
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